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TEST 2      UNIT 2. WHAT’S YOUR CHOICE? 

VARIANT 1 
1. LISTEN to the texts and complete the table: put the tick (V / X) into the correct column. 
 

Which of the speakers... Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speaker 3 

...doesn't like his/her job?    

...hasn't decided on a job yet?    

...acted at a musical theatre?    

...works with computers?    

...has a tiring job?    

...managed to find a job that involved something he/she loves?               / 12 
 

2. Match the words to their definitions. 
 

1 editor   A a person who maintains financial records 

2 clerk  B a person who writes software programs that are used on computers 

3 tailor  C a person who prepares food 

4 accountant  D a person who does general office work 

5 chef  E a person who finds and corrects mistakes in others' writings 

6 travel agent  F a person who prepares meat to be sold to customers 

7 butcher  G a person who studies, works in the field of economics 

8 computer operator/programmer  H a person who arranges travel plans for clients 

9 economist   I a person who makes or mends clothes 
 

3. Fill in the gaps with ‘who’, ‘which’, ‘whose’, ‘where’, ‘when’. 
  

1. That’s the boy  ..............................  dog attacked me. 

2. It’s a new kind of car  .................................  runs on electricity. 

3. That’s the shop  ..................................  they sell skateboards. 

4. What do you call the profession  .................................  is the most popular nowadays? 

5. I remember the day  .................................  there was a festival in our town. 



4.   Read the dialogue. Match (A—H) to (1—6). There are two choices you don't need to use.  
 

A Good luck, Kent    E How did it go 

B But I'm really not    F Remember, they want someone who works well with people 

C It's tomorrow     G I'll keep that in mind 

D You should do fine   H I heard you're looking for a new job  
 

Reese:  So, how was your interview? 

Kent:  I haven't gone to the interview yet. 1) …………  . 

Reese:  Oh, you look rather calm and confident! 

Kent:  2) …………   !   I'm so nervous. 

Reese:  Don't worry. 3) …………  .  You have the experience. 

Kent:  I hope so. 

Reese:  4) ……..…..  .  You've got to show them how easy-going and personable you are! 

Kent:  Alright. 5) …..…..  . 

Reese:  Actually I believe you are the right person for that job. 

Kent:  Thanks a lot, Reese, now I feel quite sure of myself. 

Reese:  6) ………..   ! 
 

 

5. Match the beginnings with the endings to make correct sentences. 
 

1. We met your friend   a that were popular all over the world. 

2. Giraffes are animals  b who plays the violin. 

3. Thomas Edison was the scientist  c who were born in Turkey. 

4. She’s got some friends  d who invented the electric light. 

5. Vesuvius is the volcano  e that cooks food quickly. 

6. The Beatles recorded songs  f which come from Africa. 

7. There is a ferry  g that goes from Venice to Corfu. 

8. A microwave is a machine  h which destroyed the city of Pompeii. 
 

MARK:  ………..  / 12 
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TEST 2     UNIT 2. WHAT’S YOUR CHOICE? 

VARIANT 2 
1. Listen to the texts and complete the table: put the tick (V / X) into the correct column. 
 

    Which of the speakers... Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speaker 3 

...has a very stressful job?    

...wanted to be an actress some time ago?    

...works as a nurse?    

...chose his/her occupation at the age of ten?    

...needs to try various possibilities to see if he/she likes them?    

...thinks nothing can help a career better than hard work and a good attitude?                 / 12 
 

2. Match the words to their definitions. 
 

1 flight attendant   A a person who greets visitors at an office 

2 surgeon  B a person who hears and determines cause in a court of law 

3 architect  C a person who cuts and styles hair 

4 receptionist  D a person who serves food and takes care of passengers on an airline 

5 judge  E a person who designs buildings 

6 hairdresser   F a person who takes care of patients 

7 nurse  G a person who makes jewellery 

8 salesperson  H a person who sells merchandise or services; usually paid by commission 

9 jeweller  I a person who treats diseases by performing operations on the body 
 

3. Fill in the gaps with ‘who’, ‘which’, ‘whose’, ‘where’, ‘when’. 
  

1. A job is the work  ..............................  a person does regularly in order to earn money. 

2. The people  ....................................  live above our flat are very noisy. 

3. The school subject  ...................................  everybody likes is PE. 

4. I hate people  .......................................  complain all the time. 

5. A profession is a job  .......................................  requires special training, often a university education. 



4.  Read the dialogue. Match (A—H) to (1—6). There are two choices you don't need to use.   
 

A I think I did well      E This Friday 

B Well, good luck, then      F How did it go 

C But I'm really not      G I think so, too 

D I heard you're looking for a new job   I I hope I am not 
 

Jessica:  Hi, Burt. 1) ……… .  

Burt:  Yeah. I just had an interview yesterday. 

Jessica:  Oh. 2) …….... ? 

Burt:  3) ………..  .  They said they would make a decision by this Friday. 

Jessica:  4) ……....  ?  Looks like they want to hire the person as quickly as possible. 

Burt:  Yeah! 5) ………... . 

Jessica:  What are your chances of getting that job? 

Burt:  I believe I have a very good chance. The director seems to have liked me. 

Jessica:  6) ………... . 

Burt:  Thanks. I hope it helps. 
 

5. Match the beginnings with the endings to make correct sentences. 
 

1. We met her friend   a that were popular all over the world. 

2. Giraffes are animals  b who plays the violin. 

3. Thomas Edison was the scientist  c that goes from Venice to Corfu. 

4. Vesuvius is the volcano  d who invented the electric light. 

 5. I’ve got some relatives  e which come from Africa. 

6. The Beatles recorded songs  f that cooks food quickly. 

7. There is a ferry  g who were born in Turkey. 

8. A microwave is a machine  h which destroyed the city of Pompeii. 
 

 

 TOTAL:  ….   / 12 
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